Regalia Kits Include:
- Blanket Fabric - Wool Coating
- Vest Fabric - Wool Flannel
- Felt Fabric - 70% Wool/30% Rayon
- Beads - Octopus Bag & Headbands
- Shell Buttons
- Sewing Notions (needles, thread, pins, etc.)
- Step by Step Instructions
- Button Blanket includes pre-cut borders

Dance Collar Kit - $85
Crest design not included

Vest / Women or Men's Kit - $125
Crest Design not included

Button Headband Kit - $20

ANS Coogaina Kit - $65

Octopus Bag Kit - $120

Beaded Headband - $85

Round Sailor Hat - $85
Black with Red or White

Button Blanket Kit - $275 Adult Size / $200 Youth Size
Crest Design not included